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Top 10 Employer Campaign Tactics

• Send Letters Home

• One-on-Ones with Leaders

• Captive Audience Meetings

• Videos/YouTube/Websites

• Distribute Anti-Union Leaflets

• Increase pay and/or benefits

• Establish “No” Committees

• Last Minute Bomb Shells

• Isolate or Fire Activists

• Make Improvements

These are anti-union campaign tactics that 
the company uses to convince/scare workers 

to not unionize.
Organizing a union changes the basic power 
relationship at the workplace. Without a union, 
employers can change your pay and working 
conditions at any time, any benefits you receive 
are at the discretion of the employer, not a right.

is how working people gain a voice at work and the 
power to shape their working lives.

Joining a union simply means that you and your 
colleagues have a say because you negotiate 
important elements of employment conditions such 
as pay, benefits, retirement etc.

Once you have a union, the employer can not make 
any changes unless they are negotiated with the 
union. Any benefits or working conditions covered 
by your contract are protected by law, as any 
other kind of contract. 
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Workers under a union contract on average make 
20% more than their non-union counterparts.
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NO, you will not be replaced once you become 
union by other union members. You already 

know the job site, it’s in everyone’s best inter-
ests to keep you at your location unless you 

choose to move. 

“When workers come together.”
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At-Will employees:
 
Workers that do not have a union con-
tract are at-will employees, meaning the 
boss can fire anyone for whatever reason 
without justification.

Just Cause: 

Workers under a union contract have to 
have just cause to be terminated, mean-
ing the boss needs to prove the reasons 
why he/she is firing an individual to the 
union representative. 

Unions came about in response to the 
Industrial Revolution in the 19th Century 
when workers flooded the manufacturing jobs 
market. 

Workers did not have anyone to stand up for 
them so they decided to form unions to fight 
for wages, safety on the job, protections, 
benefits, etc. Since then, workers across the 
world have been forming unions to build 
collective worker-power bringing in real
transformative changes in their workplaces. 

Changes are collective, and affect the majority. 
Back to Unions being democratic.
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Ideally have supermajority (70%) sign 
representation cards

During election, 50%+1 must vote “yes”

Then, negotiate a contract with work-
ers, union, and company at the table

Once contract is ratified, is when you 
have a union
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ALL UNION DECISOIN ARE MADE BY THE 

WORKERS

Members vote leadership in and out.

Only workers can decide if they want to go on 
strike. It’s always the last resort and about 
something the workers have decided is worth 
striking for. 

In fact, over 90% of contracts are negotiated 
without having to go out on strike.
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teachers
firefighters

construction workers
city workers 

actors
nfl: football players

nba: basketball players
AND MORE!
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TRAININGS

ARBITRATIONS

KEEPING THE LIGHTS ON

REPRESENTATION

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

ORGANIZING  - GROWING THE UNION!

Promise employees a reward or future 
benefit if they abandon the union.

Tell employees overtime work will be 
discontinued if the company is 

unionized. 

Tell employees that a union would force 
the company to lay off employees. 
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS! YOU ARE PROTECTED 

UNDER THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS 

BOARD (NLRB) WHEN ORGANIZING.

Tell employees that the company 
will fire or punish them if they 

engage in union activity.

Lay off, discharge or discipline 
any employee because of his/her 

union activity.

Grant employees wage increases, 
special bonuses, or other benefits 

in order to keep the union out. 

Ask employees about union orga-
nizers, meetings, etc.

Ask employees how they are going 
to vote in a union election.

Threaten employees with retaliation for 
participating in union activities such 
as voting in an election or signing a 

union authorization card.

Promise additional benefits to 
employees if they reject the union. 

Claim flat-out that the company will 
not deal with the union. 

Close up shop and move its operations 
to another territory in order to avoid 

dealing with a union.

Ask employees whether or not they 
belong to a union, or have signed a 

card for union representation.

Ask employees, during job interviews, 
about their union membership or how 

they “feel” about unions. 

Make anti-union statements and act in 
a way that might show preference for 

non-union employees.

Make location or schedule transfers on 
the basis of union affiliations or 

activities.

Threaten workers or coerce them in an 
attempt to influence their vote.

Threaten a union member through a 
third party.


